Lovers in a Dangerous Time - Synopsis
REGULAR SHORT SYNOPSIS:
"Lovers in a Dangerous Time" is about the solace found in childhood love. Todd
Timmins (the boy that stayed) and Allison Adamson (the girl that left) are two
former childhood friends that are reunited at their high school reunion. Being
around each other again triggers all the regrets of growing older, all the fears and
pain they’ve held since youth and the longing to just escape from all of it. To
further complicate matters they have feelings for each other that are lost
somewhere between sharing a bathtub at three, teenage angst and their adult
fear of commitment. Their only refuge is to hang on to their youth for as long as
they can.
SHORTENED ALTERNATIVES:
FOLLOW - Todd and Allison on their romantic yet dangerous journey from being
reunited at their ten year high school reunion, to sorting out what it means to
have shared a bathtub together at three, where raging brotherly feuds, teenage
bush parties and childhood memories only delay their impending return to
adulthood. (But don’t think they'll go without a fight!)
Two former childhood friends, Todd and Allison, embark on a romantic yet
dangerous journey from being reunited at their ten year high school reunion, to
sorting out what it means to have shared a bathtub at three, where raging
brotherly feuds, teenage bush parties and childhood memories only delay their
impending return to adulthood. (But don’t think they'll go without a fight!)

OLD SCHOOL ALTERNATIVE:
STARRING ~ Todd Timmins, the small town glory boy turned delinquent couldhave-been ~ Allison Adamson, a hopelessly
nostalgic illustrator with
a thirst for escapism and a longing for childhood.
FEATURING ~ Bobby “superstar” Timmins, Todd’s younger hockey star brother
~ The rebel rousing folks of CRESTON VALLEY,
including: ~
Haberstock, the wise cracking leader ~ Yuri, local baker and hockey coach ~
Wade, a perfect example
of why you should never turn your back to a
mountain goat ~ Mr. Knuble, the substitute teacher simply known as
'dick' ~ and Todd's father, Jack Timmins, the 'strong silent hero' of the
apple orchard.
FOLLOW ~ Todd and Allison on their romantic yet dangerous journey from
being reunited at their ten year high school reunion, to
sorting out
what it means to have shared a bathtub together at three, where raging brotherly
feuds, teenage bush
parties and childhood memories only delay
their impending return to adulthood. (But don’t think they'll go without a
fight!)
Adulthood is a dangerous place to live for those that left their hearts in childhood.
The story centers around Todd and Allison, two former childhood friends that are
reunited at their ten year high school reunion. Both are struggling with the harsh
realities of adulthood and a return to their youth seems like the perfect escape. A
dysfunctional romance fueled by the dangerous desire to feel like a kid again.

Todd an Allison were one another's first childhood friend. You could even say
they were lovers back then. Life sent them in different directions but when Allison
returns home to her ten year high school reunion, the two reunite and retreat
back into a dysfunctional romance fueled by the dangerous desire to feel like a
kid again.
Todd and Allison were one another's first childhood friend. You could even say
they were lovers back then. Life sent them in different directions but when Allison
returns home to her ten year high school reunion, the two embark on a romantic
yet dangerous journey from rediscovering teenage angst to sorting out what it
means to have shared a bathtub at three.

While their youthful innocence is long gone, childhood can be great place to hide

from adulthood.
Delinquent behavior rules as they chase the ever elusive feeling of being like a
kid again. While their youthful innocence is long gone, the solace of childhood
love is great place to take refuge from all the pain of the adult world.
Todd and Allison were one another's first childhood friend. Life sent them in
different directions but when Allison returns home to her ten year high school
reunion, the two reunite and escape on a romantic yet dangerous journey fueled
by the ever elusive desire to feel like a kid again. Their youthful innocence may
be long gone, however the solace of childhood love is great place to hide.
Two former childhood friends, Todd (a delinquent could-have-been) and Allison
(a hopelessly nostalgic illustrator),
"Lovers in a Dangerous Time" is about how we never quite want to let go of
childhood. Todd and Allison are two former childhood friends that are reunited at
their high school reunion. They escape into a dysfunctional romance with the life
they used to have
To further complicate matters, they have feelings for each other that are lost
somewhere between sharing a bathtub at three, teenage angst and their adult
fear of commitment. Their only refuge is to hang on to their youth for as long as
they can.
Lovers in a Dangerous Time is romance of a childish nature. Todd and Allison
are two former childhood friends that are reunited at their ten year school reunion
and find out that the past is a great place to hide from adulthood realities.

